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Abstract
As a bio-inspired sensor with high temporal resolution,
the spiking camera has an enormous potential in real applications, especially for motion estimation in high-speed
scenes. However, frame-based and event-based methods are
not well suited to spike streams from the spiking camera
due to the different data modalities. To this end, we present,
SCFlow, a tailored deep learning pipeline to estimate optical flow in high-speed scenes from spike streams. Importantly, a novel input representation is introduced which can
adaptively remove the motion blur in spike streams according to the prior motion. Further, for training SCFlow,
we synthesize two sets of optical flow data for the spiking
camera, SPIkingly Flying Things and Photo-realistic Highspeed Motion, denoted as SPIFT and PHM respectively,
corresponding to random high-speed and well-designed
scenes. Experimental results show that the SCFlow can predict optical flow from spike streams in different high-speed
scenes. Moreover, SCFlow shows promising generalization
on real spike streams. Codes and datasets refer to https:
//github.com/Acnext/Optical-Flow-For-Spiking-Camera.

1. Introduction
Optical flow estimation has always been a popular topic
in computer vision and played important roles in a wide
range of applications, such as object segmentation [2],
video enhancement [32], and action recognition [31]. However, the breakthrough of this field in high-speed scenes is
impeded by blurry images from traditional cameras with
low frame rate. The emergence of neuromorphic cameras
[5, 6, 10, 13, 24, 30, 41] provides a new perspective for optical flow estimation in high-speed scenes. Some works
[17,38,40] raise the interest in event cameras [5,6,13,24,30]
and show optical flow in high-speed scene can be directly
estimated from an event stream. However, the event stream
* These authors contributed
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equally to this work.
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Figure 1. The optical flow estimation for a real spike stream
which records a car traveling at a speed of 100 km/h. We compare our SCFlow to event-based method (Spike-FlowNet [17])
and frame-based method (RAFT [29]). All methods use spike
streams as input and are trained on proposed dataset (SPIFT).
Results show that our proposed method has better performance
which clearly distinguishes regions with different motion and accurately predict optical flow in each region. On the top right corner
of results is a visualization of the color coding of the optical flow.

that only encodes the change of luminance intensity might
be insufficient for optical flow estimation in all regions of a
scene, especially for regions with weak textures. Also as a
neuromorphic camera, the spiking camera [10, 41] not only
has high temporal resolution (40000Hz) but can report perpixel luminance intensity by firing spikes asynchronously.
Specifically, each pixel in the spiking camera can accumu-

late incoming light independently and persistently. At each
timestamp, if luminance intensity accumulation at a pixel
exceeds the predefined threshold, a spike is fired and the accumulation is reset for that pixel, otherwise there is no spike
at that position. Hence, instead of a grayscale image, the
output of all pixels forms a binary matrix representing the
presence of spikes, also known as a spike frame, and continuous spike frames form a spike stream. Further, the sampled high-speed scene can be reconstructed from the spike
stream [36, 37, 41–43]. Hence, the spiking camera that can
record details of objects has an enormous potential for optical flow estimation in high-speed scenes.
At present, there is no research about spike-based optical flow estimation, one of the challenges is that the spike
stream has a unique data modality so that frame-based and
event-based methods are not directly applicable to it. For
estimating optical flow from spike stream, an intuitive solution is to reconstruct image sequences from spike stream
firstly, and then use frame-based methods to estimate optical
flow. However, when the spike stream over a period of time
is converted into a two-dimensional image, there is a time
offset between the reconstructed image and the real scene
which would bring additional errors to optical flow estimation. Besides, simple reconstruction methods [37, 41, 42]
are difficult to filter out the motion blur in the spike stream
while high-quality reconstruction methods [36, 43] would
cost a lot of extra processing efforts. Therefore, it is necessary to design a tailored method to estimate optical flow
directly from spike streams. Another challenge is there are
no optical flow datasets for the spiking camera to properly
evaluate the performance of spike-based optical flow methods. In fact, it is difficult to build real optical flow datasets
for the spiking camera since calibrating ground truth optical flow is chanllenging in high-speed scenes [8,23]. Hence,
synthetic spiking optical flow datasets seem to be the more
feasible way to solve this challenge.
In this paper, we propose SCFlow, a neural network tailored to estimate optical flow directly from spike streams.
Different from previous work using deep learning [36, 43]
where the spike stream in temporal windows with fixed direction is used as features, we propose a novel input representation for spike streams, Flow-guided Adaptive Window
(FAW). By adaptively selecting temporal windows for each
pixel based on the prior motion, FAW can avoid the motion
blur [41] in the spike stream caused by static temporal windows. Besides, for training our network and evaluating the
performance, we synthesize two spike-based optical flow
datasets, SPIkingly Flying Things and Photo-realistic Highspeed Motion, denoted as SPIFT and PHM respectively.
We show that SCFlow can estimate optical flow accurately in high-speed scenes and achieve the state-of-the-art
performance in comparison with existing frame-based and
event-based methods on our datasets. Importantly, SCFlow

shows promising generalization on real spike streams as
shown in Fig. 1.
In general, we attempt to exploit the potential of the spiking camera in high-speed motion estimation and our main
contributions are summarized as follows:
1) We propose the first work to explore optical flow estimation in high-speed scenes with the spiking camera,
and propose a tailored neural network architecture with
a novel input representation, FAW, allowing adaptive
temporal window selection is for handling the motion
blur in a spike stream in temporal windows with fixed
direction.
2) We synthesize the first spike-based optical flow
datasets (SPIFT and PHM) to benchmark optical flow
estimation for the spiking camera, which includes
well-designed scenes with various motion, and to inspire future research on spike-based vision tasks.
3) We demonstrate that SCFlow can estimate flow field
from the spike stream on proposed datasets efficiently.
Importantly, SCFlow can be generalized well on real
spike streams captured in real high-speed scenarios.

2. Related Work
2.1. Frame-based and Event-based Optical Flow
Optical flow estimation for frame-based cameras has
been a classical vision task since it was first introduced by
Horn and Schunck [14]. Early methods describe the essence
of flow field via an illumination consistency assumption and
combine it with a smoothness constraint to avoid the illposed condition. Many effective modules were introduced
to subsequent algorithms such as estimating the flow fields
coarse-to-fine via a pyramid structure and warping [3] and
median filtering [27]. However, these variational methods
suffer a huge time cost. In the variational age, the datasets
to evaluate an optical flow algorithm are mainly Middlebury [1], Sintel [4] and KITTI [12, 21]. The flow ground
truth of Middlebury dataset is obtained via UV illumination
or artifical synthesis, which has only dozens of samples. The
Sintel dataset is derived from an open source 3D animated
short film. The KITTI dataset gets flow ground truth with
LIDAR, which causes the flow field to be sparse. However,
these datasets are not adequate in quantitive terms for training a deep neural network.
Synthesizing data from computer graphics model has
been shown effectiveness in computer vision [25]. Dosovitskiy et al. [11] firstly propose a large dataset FlyingChairs
to train an end-to-end neural network FlowNet via supervised learning. FlowNet 2.0 [15] improves the performance
by stacking the network, which leads to the oversize of the
model. Knowledge from classical methods such as pyramid,

2.2. The Spiking Camera and Its Applications
The spiking camera is a bio-inspired sensor with high
temporal resolution. Different from event cameras, it [10,
41] can report per-pixel luminance intensity by firing
spikes asynchronously. Benefiting from its distinct sampling mechanism, texture details of objects in high-speed
scenes can be recorded theoretically. Given its great potential in applications, especially for high-speed scenes, lowlevel vision tasks based on the spiking camera have developed rapidly. [41] first reconstruct high-speed scenes by
counting the time interval (TFI) and the number of spikes
(TFP). [35] improved the smoothness of reconstructed images through motion aligned filtering. [37, 42] and [36, 43]
respectively use SNN and convolutional neural network
to reconstruct high-speed images from a spike stream,
which greatly improved the reconstruction quality. [34] first
present super-resolution framework for the spiking camera
and recover external scenes with both high temporal and
high spatial resolution from spike streams.

3. Preliminary
3.1. The Spiking Camera Model
The spiking camera mimicking the retina fovea consists
of an array of H × W pixels and can report per-pixel luminance intensity by firing spikes asynchronously. Specifically, each pixel on the spiking camera sensor accumulates
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warping [3] and cost volume [26] were introduced to optical flow estimation network to make it compact [28]. However, ground truth of optical flow is hard to obtain. Deep
optical flow networks trained by unsupervised scheme were
proposed to handle this problem [16], similar with variational methods, it employs photometric loss and smoothness loss. To improve the reliability of supervision signal,
bi-directional flow estimation [20] was proposed to detect
occlusion area and stop its back-propagation. Recently, selfsupervision methods [18, 19] were proposed to improve the
performance of unsupervised networks. Optical flow estimation for event cameras has attracted more and more interest due to its high temporal resolution. The MVSEC [38]
dataset gets flow ground truth through LIDAR and records
natural scenes using event cameras and gray cameras simultaneously. EV-FlowNet [39] can be regarded as the first
deep learning method for event-based optical flow, which is
trained by photometric loss and smoothness loss with the
help of gray images. Zhu et al. [40] train the network with a
loss function designed to eliminate the motion blur in event
streams. SpikeFlowNet [17] propose a hybrid network with
spiking neural network (SNN) encoder to better exploit the
temporal information in event streams. STEFlow [9] further
improves the performance using recurrent neural networks
as its encoder.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the spiking camera model. (a) The input
electrical signal at a pixel. (b) The accumulation corresponding
to the pixel. (c) The polling readout of spikes where the spiking
camera triggers the generation of spike at a frequency of 40000
Hz. (d) Generated a spike stream at the pixel.

incoming light independently and persistently. At time t,
for pixel (i, j), if the accumulated brightness arrives a fixed
threshold ϕ (as (1)), then a spike is fired and the corresponding accumulator is reset as shown in Fig. 2.
Z t
A(i, j, t) =
I(i, j, τ )dτ ≥ ϕ,
(1)
tpre
i,j

where i, j ∈ Z, i ≤ H, j ≤ W, k ≤ N , A(i, j, t) is the accumulated brightness at time t, I(i, j, τ ) refers to the brightness of pixel (i, j) at time τ , and tpre
i,j expresses the last time
when a spike is fired at pixel (i, j) before time t. If t is
the first time to send a spike, then tpre
i,j is set as 0. In fact,
due to the limitations of circuit technology, the spike reading times are quantified. Hence, asynchronous spikes are
read out synchronously. Specifically, all pixels periodically
check the spike flag at time nδt, n ∈ Z, where δt is a short
interval of microseconds. Therefore, the output of all pixels
forms a H × W binary spiking frame. As time goes on, the
camera would produce a sequence of spike frames, i.e., a
H × W × N binary spike stream and can be mathematically
defined as,
S(i, j, nδt) =
(
1 if ∃t ∈ ((n − 1)δt, nδt], s.t. A(i, j, t) ≥ ϕ ,
0 if ∀t ∈ ((n − 1)δt, nδt], A(i, j, t) < ϕ ,

(2)

Accordingly, the average brightness of pixel (i, j) between
times a and b can be evaluated by counting the number of
spikes [41], i.e.,
X
ϕ
S(i, j, nδt) ·
(3)
b−a
a≤nδt≤b

Table 1. Detailed information of datasets.

3.2. Optical Flow for The Spiking Camera
Problem Statement. We use Sn ∈ {0, 1}W ×H to denote
the n spike frames and Wti ,tj to denote optical flow from
time ti to time tj . Given a recorded binary spike stream
{Sn }, n = 0, 1, · · · k from start to end of sampling, the goal
of the spiking camera optical flow estimation is to predict
the optical flow Wti ,tj based on the spike stream.
Challenges. Supervised learning algorithms are powerful
in optical flow estimation [11, 28]. However, frame-based
and event-based [17, 39] networks are not suitable for spike
streams due to the difference of their data modalities. Besides, as we discussed in the introduction, the simple solution, i.e., the images reconstructed from a spike stream
are used to estimate optical flow, is unreasonable. For estimating Wti ,tj directly from a spike stream, another simple
solution is to input the spike stream {Sn } between times
ti and tj as a multi-channel tensor. However, in this way,
the length of {Sn } increases with the increasing time interval tj − ti , which is inconvenient as the input of network. To avoid the dynamic length of the spike stream, two
spike streams in static temporal windows across time ti and
time tj respectively can be as input. However, the easy input
would be affected by motion blur caused by static temporal
windows [41].
Dataset is vital for the evaluation of methods. However,
there is no dataset at present for spike-based optical flow
estimation. In fact, it is difficult to build real optical flow
datasets for the spiking camera since sensors cannot accurately calculate the optical flow in high-speed scenes. An
alternative solution is to synthesize optical flow datasets for
the spiking camera. In order to synthesize valuable spikebased optical flow datasets, high-speed scenes in datasets
need to be carefully designed to ensure that they can cover
all kinds of motion.
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Figure 3. Framework of the spiking camera simulator, SPCS.
SPCS relies on a tight coupling with the rendering engines to generate spike streams accurately. Related details are in the supplement.

4. Spiking Optical Flow Datasets
We synthesize first two large optical flow datasets for the
spiking camera (SPIFT and PHM) based on our proposed
the spiking camera simulator (SPCS). In this study, we regard SPIFT as the training set and PHM as the test set. Importantly, PHM includes 10 well-designed scenes with various motion which is beneficial to evaluate the generalization
of models. The details are shown in Table 1.

4.1. The Spiking Camera Simulator
To generate our datasets, we propose a simulator for the
spiking camera (SPCS) coupling with rendering engines
tightly. As shown in Fig. 3, its architecture mainly consists
of parameter setting, rendering engine and sampling process. Parameter setting includes adding objects to the scene

(scene configuration), generating the trajectory of objects
(trajectory), and setting parameters of the spiking camera
(sensor parameters). In SPCS, we provide a one-click generation of parameters, which means that a large number
of random scenes can be easily generated. Rendering engine can be used to generate the image sequences sampled
by a virtual camera in scenes. SPCS use NVISII [22] and
Blender [7] as its engine. Sampling process models the analogue circuit of the spiking camera. When SPCS generates
a spike stream, image sequences would be firstly synthesized by rendering engine according to parameter settings,
and then the function sampling process would convert image sequences into spike stream. Besides, SPCS also provides noise simulation in the spiking camera. Details are in
our supplementary material.
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Figure 4. Scenes of Photo-realistic High-speed Motion dataset, denoted as PHM.

4.2. SPIFT Dataset
As shown in Fig. 1, each scene in the training set describes that different kinds of objects translate and rotate in
random background, like FlyingChairs [11], and includes
spike streams with 500 frames, corresponding GT images
and optical flow. Note that we do not generate optical flow
at each spike frame, i.e., {Wk·∆t,(k+1)·∆t }, ∆t = 1, k ∈ Z,
since the movement of objects per spike frame is extremely
small at the frame rate of spiking cameras (40000Hz). Instead of this, we generate optical flow every 10 spike frames
(∆t = 10) and 20 spike frames (∆t = 20) separately from
start to end of sampling. We hope the two sets of optical
flow can be used to validate the generalization of models on
motion with different magnitudes. Parameters for scenes are
randomly set to improve diversity, more details are included
in the supplementary material.
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Each scene in the testing set is carefully designed and
has a lot in common with the real world.
As shown in Fig. 4, “Ball” describes that billiard balls
collide with each other. “Cook” describes that the vegetables are stirred in a pot. “Dice” describes the rotation of
dice. “Doll” describes that some dolls fall from high onto
the steps. ”Fan” describes fan blade rotation of electric fan.
“Fly” describes that the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle aerial
scene. “Hand” describes that an arm waves in front of the
moving camera. “Jump” describes that two people tumble
and jump. “Poker” describes that pokers are thrown into the
air. “Top” describes that the four tops spin fast and collide.

5. Method
5.1. Spike Stream Representation
An appropriate input representation of a spike stream
for neural networks is crucial. In previous works [36, 43],
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Figure 5. Architecture of proposed representation of a spike
stream, FAW. The spike stream includes T spike frames and each
spike frame corresponds to a H × W binary array. The dimension
of obtained FAW is H ×W ×C. Spike stream 0 (or 1) corresponds
the spike stream across time t0 (or t1 ).

the spike stream in a temporal window with fixed direction
across time t0 is used as features at time t0 . However, the
input representation would introduce motion blur due to the
static temporal windows. [41].
In order to reduce the influence of motion blur on representation at time t0 , selected temporal windows should
be dynamic and directed. Specifically, if the direction of a
temporal window is consistent with the motion trajectory
of the pixel, the average brightness in the temporal window
would be closer to the brightness of the pixel at time t0 .
To this end, we introduce a proper representation of a spike
stream, Flow-guided Adaptive Window (FAW), where prior
motion is used as guidance to adaptively adjust the direction
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Figure 6. The network architecture of SCFlow. The spike stream is firstly represented by FAW and then constructed to be a feature pyramid.
The flow is estimated through the pyramid in a coarse-to-fine manner.

of temporal windows for each pixel. For computing FAW at
time t0 , we firstly use the optical flow from time t0 to time
t1 (t1 = t0 + ∆t), Wt0 ,t1 as the prior motion information
of all pixels at time t0 . Furthermore, we assume that the
motion of pixels is a uniform linear motion in a very short
time. Hence, the adaptive temporal window of each pixel at
time t0 is straight as shown in Fig. 5②, and for the pixel
x = (x, y), the spike information at time t in its adaptive
temporal window can be defined as,

(t − t0 ) · Wt0 ,t1 (x) 
Spre
, t ,
t0 (x, t) = S x +
∆t

(4)

−1
−1
, t0 + Tmax
], t1 = t0 + ∆t and
where t ∈ [t0 − Tmax
2
2
pre
St0 is the pre-processed spike stream recording the spike
information in all adaptive temporal windows, and Tmax is
the window length of the input spike stream. Note that spatial locations of the grids in adaptive temporal windows at
time t may not be integer, we use the bilinear interpolated
spike information in the grids as shown in Fig. 5③. Further,
the pre-processed spike stream at time t0 would be encoding into a feature map with multi-channel SFAW
as the FAW
t0
at time t0 by two convolutional layers with 32 channels as
shown in Fig.5④.
In fact, there is a key problem, how to obtain the prior
motion (optical flow Wt0 ,t1 )? As shown in Fig. 5⑤, we
can use the output of Optical Flow Network (see detail of
SCFlow in Section 5.2) Ŵt0 ,t1 as prior motion. Specifically, during training, we first set prior motion as a zero
matrix and a predicted optical flow can be obtained by the
forward propagation of SCFlow. Then, we use the predicted
optical flow as our prior motion to train SCFlow. During
testing, the optical flows that need to be predicted is sorted
in chronological order i.e., {Wk·∆t,(k+1)·∆t }, k ∈ N,

∆t ∈ {10, 20}. Due to high similarity of motion in adjacent time, the last predicted optical flow is used as a prior
motion for the current testing i.e., the prior motion for estimating Wi,i+∆t is Ŵi−∆t,i .
When estimating Wt0 ,t1 (x), we only need to input the
FAW pair at time t0 and time t1 to our network. However,
when computing the FAW at time t1 , the key frame S(x, t1 )
and flow Ŵt0 ,t1 are on different coordinates. As shown in
Fig. 5⑥, we need to transform Ŵt0 ,t1 . According to the uniform linear motion assumption for the motion field, the coordinates transformation to make Ŵt0 ,t1 aligned with spike
steam at time t1 can be written as,




C Wt0 ,t1 (x) = Wt0 ,t1 x − Wt0 ,t1 (x) ,
(5)

 !
(t − t1 ) · C Wt0 ,t1 (x)
, t , (6)
Spre
t1 (x, t) = S x +
∆t
−1
−1
where t ∈ [t1 − Tmax
, t1 + Tmax
], and C(·) is the coor2
2
dinate transformation operator.

5.2. Network Architecture
As shown in Fig. 6, the SCFlow network is designed in a
pyramidal encoder-decoder manner. The inputs of the network are the FAW pairs. For each FAW, we build a 4-level
feature pyramid {Fil (x)}4l=1 , i = 0, 1, which denotes the
feature for describing the scene at time ti at l-th level. The
feature pyramid has 32, 64, 96 and 128 channels in each
level respectively.
We estimate the optical flow from higher level to lower
level in pyramid. We refer to the well-known PWC-Net [28]
to design the decoder. At l-th level, we firstly warp F1l (S)
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AVG.

∆t = 10

EV-FlowNet
Spike-FlowNet
RAFT
SCFlow-w/oR
SCFlow (ours)

53.43M
13.04M
5.40M
0.57M
0.80M

0.567
0.500
0.691
0.597
0.671

3.030
3.541
2.563
2.185
1.651

1.066
0.666
1.021
1.288
1.190

1.026
0.860
0.975
0.606
0.266

0.939
0.932
0.455
0.464
0.298

11.072
11.990
10.576
9.625
8.783

4.558
4.886
3.639
2.551
1.692

0.824
0.878
0.564
0.370
0.120

1.306
0.967
0.842
1.269
1.030

2.625
2.624
2.614
2.602
2.166

3.501
3.646
3.162
2.883
2.457

∆t = 20

Table 2. Average end point error comparison with other methods for estimating optical flow on PHM datasets under ∆t = 10 and ∆t = 20
settings. All methods use spike stream as input and are trained on SPIFT. The best results for each scene and the best average results are
marked in bold.

EV-FlowNet
Spike-FlowNet
RAFT
SCFlow-w/oR
SCFlow (ours)

53.43M
13.04M
5.40M
0.57M
0.80M

1.051
0.923
1.267
1.321
1.157

5.536
7.069
3.905
4.493
3.430

1.721
1.131
2.182
2.601
2.205

2.057
1.675
0.546
2.206
0.507

1.867
1.838
0.689
1.083
0.578

22.368
25.129
22.550
21.419
21.127

8.820
9.829
5.021
5.654
4.018

1.803
1.701
0.300
1.159
0.267

2.193
1.373
1.414
2.320
1.922

5.061
5.257
4.330
5.143
4.327

6.813
7.385
5.926
6.346
5.568

via the current estimated flow Ŵtl+1
(S):
0 ,t1
F1,l Ŵ

t0 ,t1


l+1
(x) = F1l x + Ŵt0 ,t1 (x) ,

(7)

where we use bilinear interpolation for the warping operation. We use the features to build a correlation volume
[26, 33] to describe the similarity between the features. The
correlation volume represents the potential displacements
between the two frames, which can be formulated as:
l
Cl (x, m) = F0l (x), F1,w
(x + m) ,

(8)

where Cl represents the correlation volume of the l-th feature pyramid, and m represents the displacement between
the two features, Ŵt0 ,t1 is written as w for simplicity and
⟨·⟩ is the channel-wise inner product operation.
The correlation and the feature extracted from the former
spike stream at current level are input to the weight-shared
flow estimator. A 1 × 1 convolution is employed to adjust
the channel numbers at different levels to be 32. The flow
estimator consisting of cascaded convolutional layers predicts the residual flow. The refined flow is then upsampled
via bilinear kernel as the final output of current level. The
flow is supervised by its ground truth at each level:
L=

4
X
HW
l=1

24−l

∥Ŵtl 0 ,t1 − Wtl 0 ,t1 ∥1 ,

(9)

where L is our loss function, and Wtl 0 ,t1 is the ground truth
of the flow at l-th level.

6. Experiments
6.1. Implementation Details
We train our end-to-end model on the training set of
SPIFT in PyTorch. All models are trained by Adam optimizer. We train 40 epochs for the ∆t = 10 setting and 80

epochs for the ∆t = 20 setting. We randomly crop the input from SPIFT to 480×800 resolution. The batch size in
training is set as 4. More details are included in the supplementary material.

6.2. Comparison Results
We compare our method with three categories of methods: First, we compare our network with neural networks in
event-based optical flow, i.e., EV-FlowNet [39] and SpikeFlowNet [17], which are retrained in the same way as
SCFlow. The Spike-FlowNet estimates optical flow in a recurrent manner, we split our spike stream to slices with
length equals to 2. Second, we compare our network with
state-of-the-art frame-based optical flow network, RAFT
[29], which is retrained in the same way with SCFlow.
In RAFT, two spike streams in temporal windows across
time t0 and time t1 respectively are as input instead of the
images at time t0 and t1 . Third, we compare our method
with SCFlow without FAW representation (SCFlow-w/oR),
which can be viewed as the ablation experiments for FAW.
Qualitative Evaluation on Proposed Datasets. We use
average end point error (AEPE) as the evaluation metric,
which indicates the average ℓ2 norm of the error motion vector between predicted flow and its ground truth. The quantitative comparison results are shown in Table 2. In both
∆t = 10 and ∆t = 20 settings, our SCFlow gets the best
average performance in all methods with a lot fewer parameters. The comparison between SCFlow-w/oR and SCFlow
demonstrates that FAW can improve the accuracy of optical flow estimation. The visualization results are shown
in Fig. 7. Evidently, the EV-FlowNet [39], Spike-FlowNet
[17], and RAFT [29] cannot estimate optical flow of the
spiking camera well, which demonstrates the information
processing pattern are not appropriate for spike streams.
The flow visualization of SCFlow includes finer motion

Scene

EV-FlowNet

Spike-FlowNet

RAFT

SCFlow-w/oR

SCFlow

Ground Truth

Figure 7. Visual comparison of SCFlow with other methods under the ∆t = 10 setting. On the top left is the color coding of the flow.
Δt=20

Δt=10
Scene

EV-FlowNet Spike-FlowNet

RAFT

SCFlow-w/oR

SCFlow

EV-FlowNet Spike-FlowNet

RAFT

SCFlow-w/oR

SCFlow

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. The optical flow visualization on PKU-Spike-High-Speed Dataset [42] where ∆t = 10 corresponds optical flow with an interval
of 10 spike frames and ∆t = 20 corresponds optical flow with an interval of 20 spike frames. (a) A car traveling at a speed of 100 km/h
(kilometers per hour). (b) A free-falling doll. (c) A high-speed rotating fan. (d) A train travelling at 350 km/h. All scenes are shot without
lens movement.

boundaries and textures than SCFlow-w/oR, which demonstrates the efficiency of the FAW representation.
Qualitative Evaluation on Real Data. In Fig. 8, we
show that the visualization results of all methods on real
spike streams, PKU-Spike-High-Speed Dataset [42]. The
visual quality of optical flow produced by our proposed
method is evidently better than the competing methods.
For RAFT, motion region can be distinguished but predicted direction of motion is inaccurate. For Spike-FlowNet
and EV-FlowNet, the boundary of predicted motion region is severely blurry and predicted direction of motion is
also inaccurate. Besides, by using the FAW representation,
predicted motion regions by SCFlow have the more clear
boundary than SCFlow-w/oR.

7. Conclusion
This paper proposed, SCFlow, the first deep learning
pipeline for optical flow estimation for the spiking camera.
To avoid the motion blur in a spike stream [41] caused by
static temporal windows, a proper input representation of

the spike stream, Flow-guided Adaptive Window (FAW).
Besides, we synthesize the two optical flow datasets for the
spiking camera, SPIFT and PHM, corresponding to random
high-speed and well-designed scenes respectively. Finally,
we show that SCFlow can predict optical flow from real and
synthetic spike streams in different high-speed scenarios.
Limitations: High-speed scenes in low light conditions
may be challenging for our model due to more obvious
noise and motion blur in spike streams. In future, we plan
to fully explore the principles of noise in the spiking camera, extend our datasets and evaluate the performance of our
model on scenes in extreme lighting conditions.
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1. Additional Functions of The Simulator

1.4. Event Camera Simulation

Here, we introduce the additional functions provided by
the spiking camera simulator (SPCS).

In addition to spike camera simulation, we also provide
event camera simulation. Specifically, when the change of
light intensity reaches the predefined threshold φ, an event
(x, y, t, p) is sent, i.e.,

1.1. Random Trajectories
For each object, we can add a random motion by the
function “Random trajectories”. Specifically, we generate
some random points first. Then, we use these points to fit a
spline curve. Finally, discrete point set in the spline curve is
as generated trajectory where the distance between discrete
points can be controlled by related parameters. Besides, we
also provide the user-defined trajectory, i.e., users can define
a expected trajectory in TXT and input the TXT to SPCS.

|log(I(x, y, t)) − log(I(x, y, tpre
x,y ))| >= φ,

(2)

where tpre
x,y express the time when the last event is fired at
the pixel (x, y) and p is the polarity of the event where p =
1 (-1) if the change is positive (negative). All code of SPCS
is based on python.

1.2. Random Scenes
SPCS supports generating a random scene by using the
funciton “Random scenes”. Specifically, the function would
randomly select objects and background as the scenes.
Then, all objects and camera would be added random trajectories. Note that users need to download relevant materials (objects and background) by themselves, i.e., Obj files,
HDR images and so on.

Background

Objects

1.3. Noise Simulation

Figure 1. The design of the initial position of objects.

The noise in the spiking camera is mainly caused by dark
electric current. The process of brightness accumulation can
be updated as,
Z t
A(i, j, t) =
(I(i, j, τ ) + Idark (i, j, τ )) dτ,
(1)

2. Details of Datasets
2.1. SPIFT: Spikingly Flying Things

tpre
i,j

The whole SPIFT is genrated by the function “Random
scenes”. Specifically, we collected a total of 30 object models and 50 background images, and randomly selected 8 objects and 1 background from the objects as a random scene
each time. In addition, objects and camera are added with
motion, including translation and rotation. Furthermore, we
use some tricks to control the diversity and effectiveness of
the scene. To ensure the effectiveness of the scene, by calculating the imaging range of the camera, we put the initial

where A(i, j, t) is the brightness accumulation of pixel
(i, j) at time t, tpre
i,j is the last time before time t where a
spike is fired from pixel (i, j) and Idark (i, j, τ ) is a noise
random variable and expresses dark electric current. Note
that no noise is introduced in our proposed datasets due to
the lack of measurement of noise variables.
∗ These

Camera
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Table 1. Average end point error comparison with other methods for estimating optical flow on PHM datasets under “∆t = 10” and
“∆t = 20” settings. The best results for each scene and the best average results are marked in bold.

∆t = 10

Method
RAFT

∆t = 20

SCFlow
RAFT
SCFlow

Input
TFP-Win15
TFP-Win25
TFP-Win35
TFI
Raw-Spike
TFP-Win15
TFP-Win25
TFP-Win35
TFI
Raw-Spike

Ball
0.587
0.732
0.658
0.618
0.671
1.317
1.442
1.383
1.402
1.157

Cook
2.539
2.609
2.595
2.498
1.651
4.521
4.161
4.417
4.309
3.430

Dice
0.999
0.958
0.936
0.930
1.190
1.796
1.762
2.042
1.771
2.205

Doll
0.475
0.568
0.363
0.545
0.266
1.079
0.570
0.800
0.959
0.507

position of all objects within the field of view of the lens
as shown in Fig.1. To ensure the diversity of the scene, we
randomly change the size of the imported objects, the speed
of object motion and the texture information of the objects.

2.2. PHM: Photo-Realistic Motion
Each scene in PHM is carefully designed and has a lot
in common with the real world, i.e., the motion of objects
follows to the laws of physics. Besides, scenes in PHM contains the following properties:
1) Most areas in scenes have relative motion with sensors.
2) There is shielding between objects.
3) There is much difference in the size and motion of different objects.

3. Details of Training
During training procedure, the size of input spikes is randomly cropped to 480 × 800. We use Adam optimizer with
the initial learning rate of 1e-4 and set the batch size as
4. For “∆t = 10” setting, we train the network on SPIFT
dataset for 40 epochs. We scale the learning rate by 0.7 at
every 5th epoch before 10 epochs and every 10th epoch after 10 epochs. For “∆t = 20” setting, we trian the network
on SPIFT dataset for 80 epochs. We scale the learning rate
by 0.6 at every 5th epoch before 5 epochs and every 10th
epoch after 5 epochs.
For EV-FlowNet and Spike-FlowNet in comparison results in the main body, we warm up the learning rate for 3
epochs for a better convergence. For all the methods except
RAFT, we set the weights of `1 loss constructed by output
of each level as 1. For RAFT, we refer to the original training method [1] and decay the `1 loss by 0.8 from the last
output to the first output.

Fan
0.571
0.608
0.479
0.499
0.298
0.919
0.740
0.709
0.859
0.578

Fly
9.930
9.687
10.059
10.189
8.783
22.105
22.090
21.837
22.619
21.127

Hand
4.118
4.268
3.916
3.178
1.692
7.172
6.866
6.714
7.546
4.018

Jump
0.273
0.324
0.232
0.373
0.120
0.326
0.268
0.268
0.454
0.267

Poker
1.014
0.949
0.854
0.795
1.030
1.679
1.646
1.468
1.399
1.922

Top
2.348
2.399
2.297
2.403
2.166
4.515
4.330
4.335
4.981
4.327

AVG.
3.013
3.001
2.980
2.954
2.457
6.171
6.004
6.033
6.232
5.568

4. Optical Flow from Reconstructed Images
For estimating optical flow from spike stream, an intuitive solution is to reconstruct image sequences from spike
stream firstly, and then use frame-based methods to estimate
optical flow. However, when the spike stream over a period
of time is converted into a two-dimensional image, there is
a time offset between the reconstructed image and the real
scene which would bring additional errors to optical flow
estimation. Here, we compare our SCFlow with traditional
frame-based optical flow methods. We choose the state-ofthe-art method RAFT [1] to be compared. For each traditional frame-based method, We use two categories of input:
A Gray image reconstructed through spike interval (Texture From Interval, TFI) [6] at each pixel.
B Gray image reconstructed through spike counting
(Texture From Playback, TFP) [6] at each pixel with
the length of temporal window equals to {15, 25, 35}.
Though there are more accurate reconstruction methods
for the spiking camera [2–5], the computational complexity
of the methods are so high that they could cost a few minutes for a frame, which is not appropriate for an end-to-end
neural network.
The experimental results with gray images reconstructed
from spike in ∆t = 10 and ∆t = 20 settings are shown
in Table 1 . As shown in the tables, our SCFlow outperforms all other compared methods in average performance
on PHM dataset. The visualization of the comparison with
frame-based methods are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Scene: Cook

Raw-Spike

Ground Truth

SCFlow (ours)

TFP -Win15 RAFT

TFP -Win25 RAFT

TFP -Win35 RAFT

TFI RAFT

Scene: Doll

Raw-Spike

Ground Truth

SCFlow (ours)

TFP -Win15 RAFT

TFP -Win25 RAFT

TFP -Win35 RAFT

TFI RAFT

Scene: Fan

Raw-Spike

Ground Truth

SCFlow (ours)

TFP -Win15 RAFT

TFP -Win25 RAFT

TFP -Win35 RAFT

TFI RAFT

Scene: Hand

Raw-Spike

Ground Truth

SCFlow (ours)
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Figure 2. Visualization comparison with frame-based methods in ∆t = 10 setting.
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Scene: Fan
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Scene: Fly
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Ground Truth

SCFlow (ours)
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Scene: Hand
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Figure 3. Visualization comparison with frame-based methods in ∆t = 20 setting.
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